
 

 

View of the month – April 2019 
(Election edition) 
 

 

 

 

Dear Investor, 
 
April 2019 will go down in the history books as the month of lies as political parties make their promises 
in order to get our votes. What’s been specifically concerning is the rising populist ideas like 
expropriation of land without compensation and the nationalisation of the South African Reserve 
Bank (SARB). 
 
Enters Business Leadership South Africa (BLSA) – which represents more than 70 of the country’s biggest 
companies – challenging President Cyril Ramaphosa (CR) to fight the rising tide if populism. SA was 
given a reprieve by Moody’s in March and they will not be lenient if fundamentals like property rights 
and the independence of the central bank is not preserved. BLSA is further concerned about the lack of 
progress with the restructuring of Eskom, highlighting investors will set up somewhere else if SA cannot 
guarantee a sustainable energy source for production. 
 
As a reminder, Moody’s is the only major rating agency that still has SA on investment grade. A 
downgrade will have a harmful effect on the local market as it would mean SA falling out of key bond 
indices, leading to an outflow of as much as $8bn. Generally, as seen in other country downgrades: 

- A shock will be felt in the country’s currency as it weakens against other major currencies 
- A direct impact will also be felt in the bond and fixed income market through rising interest 

rates 
- It will have a negative impact on the equity market as investors deem our assets to be more 

risky 
Even though many market commentators argue a downgrade is already priced in, it is difficult to 
predict what kneejerk reaction will be observed in the months following a downgrade announcement. 
 



 

 

 
 
Six of the biggest election headlines for the month 

1. Ex-President Thabo Mbeki states that the ANC cannot ignore the corruption accusations 
against ANC Secretary General Ace Magashule and that a full investigation be launched into 
those accusations. “The ANC cannot just go on as if these accusations don’t exist”. Interestingly, 
Mbeki stated that he has backed the ANC in these elections, but would not have done so if Zuma 
were still in power (Source: Sunday Times) 

2. SARS has concluded preliminary investigations that may lead to charges of under-declared 
income, overstated expenses and other misrepresentations against members of the ANC 
fingered in the Bosasa allegations. With names such as Dudu Myeni, Nomvula Mokonyane, 
Nomgcobo Joba, Vincent Smith and Zack Modise named by the Sunday Times as being in the 
sights of the SARS investigators (Source: Sunday Times)  

3. The ANC’s Ace Magashule has stated that the ANC would love to have the ex-ANC Youth 
League Leader back in the fold and have invited him to re-join the organisation, together with 
his supporters. (Source: Sunday Times)  

4. Ramaphosa’s Secret Weapon: is the title of the Bloomberg article which states that South 
Africa’s biggest labor group is campaigning for a strong mandate for President CR in next 
month’s election and has vowed to fight any attempt by factions within the ruling party to 
remove him from power after the vote. “That will be the day they want to kill the alliance. We 
will oppose any attempt to remove Ramaphosa…”, Cosatu General Secretary Bheki 
Ntshalintshali said in an interview with Bloomberg. (Source: Bloomberg) 

5. President CR has fired Nomgcobo Jiba, the former deputy national director of public 
prosecutions, and Lawrence Mrwebi, the previous special director of public prosecutions. 
Earlier Jiba and Mrwebi were found not fit to hold office by a judicial inquiry into corruption 
allegations. Hopefully this is a major step towards reinforcing/reaffirming the independence of 
the NPA. (Source: Bloomberg) 

6. ANC Secretary-General Ace Magashule claimed state organs were used to fight political 
battles. He said his phone and that of his deputy Jessie Duarte were tapped. Initially State 
Security Minister indicated that no complaint was laid by Ace before making the accusations. 
The Inspector-General of Intelligence however later confirmed a complaint was laid with his 
office. (Source eNCA) 

 
What can we expect from the Rand post the election? 
The Rand may be in for a rough ride after elections, if history is any guide. Since the start of the post-
apartheid era, the currency has tended to strengthen in the month before the vote, but weaken in the 
30 days afterward, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. The outlier was 2009, when the rand was 
recovering from a record low reached during the global financial crisis. 

 



 

 

 
 
Six ways to diversify offshore 
We can only hope normality will return after the elections as President CR implements his reform 
agenda. Until them we urge investors to diversify offshore. Below a couple of ideas on how to do this: 

1. Offshore share portfolios – Investing directly in the stock market is still the most cost effective 
investment method. These days it is very easy to setup and manage an offshore share portfolio. 
With instruments like Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), investors are empowered to manage their 
portfolios themselves. Offshore share portfolios can also be hosted in “wrappers” providing the 
investor with estate planning and tax benefits. Click here to view Vista’s offshore ETF portfolio 
ideas 

2. Offshore unit trusts – As with offshore hare portfolios, with offshore unit trusts the investor 
also converts their Rands to a foreign denominated currency and then invest in offshore unit 
trusts on a Linked Investment Service Provider (LISP), which is an independent administration 
company that offers investors access to offshore unit trusts across a number of different 
management companies. Our preferred LISPs at Vista includes Glacier (Bermuda), Investec 
(Jersey) and Momentum (Guernsey) 

3. Capital protected offshore structures – As indicated by the name the client’s capital is 
protected while they share on the upside. As nothing is free in life, the investor will be giving 
away some of the upside to get the capital protection benefit. Two of the most popular capital  

o Morgan Stanley 5Y Fundsmith Equity Capital Protected Note 
o Glacier International Global Market Leader Enhancer 

4. Rand hedged shares – A pure rand-hedge share is a company listed on the JSE with very limited 
exposure to South Africa by revenues or operations. Pure Rand hedges on the JSE almost only 
come in the form of ETFs that track offshore indices like S&P500, Hang Seng or FTSE100. There 
are less pure rand hedges with varying degrees of protection against Rand weakness. The most 
significant JSE-listed rand hedges are Naspers, Richemont, BAT, AB InBev, BHP Billiton and 
Glencore 

5. Global feeder funds – These Rand denominated unit trusts invests directly into its underlying 
offshore fund. It’s favored by investors because of the perceived complexity of applying for tax 
and Reserve Bank clearance to invest offshore directly. The tax consequences however favour 
investing directly offshore, not via a rand-denominated feeder funds 

6. Foreign currency bank accounts – Due to their low costs, service and transparency, Vista makes 
use of Mercantile Bank to convert our client’s Rands to a foreign denominated currency of their 
choice. Once converted we can invest the currency in any of the above investment vehicles. We 
can also store USD in a bank account earning 1.7% (NACA) interest 

 
Stock picks for the month 
Related to point 1 and 4 of the offshore investment vehicles above, below both local and offshore stock 
pick ideas: 

- Click here to view Investec’s local stock picks 
- Click here to view AIS Financial Group Switzerland offshore stock picks 

 
Oil price outlook 
SA experienced another massive Petrol increase, and as a result we though we’ll share AIS FG’s outlook 
for oil with our readers. The US and Trump needs a low oil price to contain inflation and keep the 
average US consumer happy while Saudi Arabia needs a high oil price to bolster its economy and 
investments throughout the world. In one hand, Nigeria and Venezuela are witnessing some 
weaknesses in term of production and in the other hand Iran is sanctioned by the US. Those events sent 
the oil price higher weeks ago. However, Russia and Saudi Arabia can easily increase their production 
level. Nigeria elections are now over and with Buhari’s renewal, the country will focus to offset the 
recent drop in production. 

https://vistawealth.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Vista_Offshore_ETF_Portfolio_201901.pdf
https://vistawealth.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/MS-Fundsmith-5Y-100-Capital-Protected-note.pdf
https://vistawealth.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Glacier_Global_Market_Leaders_Enhancer_Presentation_25032019.pdf
https://vistawealth.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Investec_Local_Stock_Picks_201904.pdf
https://vistawealth.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/AIS_FG_Offshore_Stock_Picks_201904.pdf


 

 

 
 
 
All that said, AIS FG think the risk in oil price is on the downside. Trump and FED are fighting against 
inflation in the US. Core CPI, which excludes volatile items such as food and energy showed a level at 2% 
in March 2019 while headline CPI taking into account volatile items was at 1.9% thanks to energy 
deflation. The oil forward curve is in backwardation, confirming AIS FG’s position regarding a likely 
output rise. However, nobody can afford a too low oil price, which can upset Saudi Arabia and push 
global economy in a deflationary environment. 
 
Taxation of foreign remuneration 
The general rule is that SA tax residents are taxable on their worldwide income. Currently foreign 
remuneration is exempt for services rendered outside SA if the person spends more than 183 full days 
(including a continuous period of more than 60 full days) outside SA in any 12-month period during 
which those services are rendered outside SA. From 1 March 2020 only the first R1m of qualifying 
foreign remuneration will be exempt. Income exceeding R1m will be taxed in SA applying the normal 
individual tax tables (i.e. 45% currently), taking into consideration tax treaties. 
 
There is however lots of confusion on how to calculate if the change applies to individuals or not. The 
above is also a short summary and should be read in conjunction with supporting notes which is often 
open to interpretation. Vista in conjunction with Advanced Professional Services can assist clients 
earning foreign remuneration to get their tax affairs in order; put in place the most efficient tax 
structures; and invest in the most tax efficient investment vehicles. 
 
Quote of the month 
In line with our elections theme this month, we thought this famous quote by Albert Einstein to be 
relevant. We ask that every reader keeps this in mind when they make their cross on 8 May 2019: 
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different 
results.” 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
The markets 
The red block in the table below shows the market stats for April 2019. In short, it was another green 
month for the SA stock market, making it the 4th month in a row the market has been positive! The JSE 
All Share Total Return index was ↑4.2% for the month (↑3.9% for the last 12 months). The Industrial 
sector was the top performer ↑6.5% for the month. The Financial sector also had a good performance 
and ended ↑4.6%, while the Listed property sector was ↑3.2% for the month. The Resource sector was 
↓-2.3% for the month, keeping in mind it is still ↑22.7% for the last 12 months. 
 
 

 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Financial Indicators as at 30 April 2019: 

 

 

Global indices: 

 

 

 

Global indices – 1 Year: 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Global indices – 5 years: 

 

 

JSE Sectors: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

JSE Sectors – 1 Year: 

 

 

JSE Sectors – 5 Years: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Currencies (Positive indicates ZAR has weakened for the period, vice versa): 

 

 

 

Currencies – 1 Month (Above 100 indicates ZAR has weakened for the period, vice versa): 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Currencies – 1 Year (Above 100 indicates ZAR has weakened for the period, vice versa): 

 

 

 

Currencies – 5 Years (Above 100 indicates ZAR has weakened for the period, vice versa): 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Interest Rates: 

 

 

Interest Rates – 1 Year: 

 

 

 

   
Regards, 
 
Vista Wealth Management 
Magnus de Wet | 082 894 8654 (preferred) | Office: 010 141 6033 | magnus@vistawealth.co.za 

  info@vistawealth.co.za 
  www.vistawealth.co.za           
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